Short courses on scientific writing and publication

Intensive courses specifically designed to researchers and students aiming at becoming proficient and independent in scientific writing.

Courses and workshops from February to June
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Student satisfaction
76% of students rated the course as “Very Good” and “Excellent”

Lecturer
77% of students evaluated the teacher as “Very Good” and “Excellent”

Program of course
74% of students are “very satisfied”

Knowledge acquisition
91% of students are “satisfied” and “very satisfied”

Attendance
90% of participants attended the scientific writing courses between 1-7 years ago.

Skills
Of these, 95% still categorize the course “extremely useful” and apply the acquired skills & contents “all the time” (70%) and “very frequently” (25%) (2020 survey).

Students testimonials
“*It approaches important questions to anyone who wants to write a scientific communication.*”

“This course should be mandatory for anyone doing research in IST.”

“The lecturer was crucial for me to understand most of the topics in a useful way.”

“It was the only place where we were able to specifically speak of concepts which in many circumstances are known to us while not having ever had any formal training in.”

“In general, all content was useful for me. People normally start researching career or master thesis without basic knowledge.”
Training courses from February to June

Scientific Writing & Publication - advanced level (24h)
27, 28 of February and 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10 of March, from 15h - 18h
This course represents the advanced level of the scientific writing starting level course, encompassing detailed guidelines on optimising the paper sections writing. Special focus is given to making the messages clearer, avoid common errors and streamline the manuscript.

Scientific Writing & Publication - starting level (21h)
23, 24, 26, 27, 30, 31 of March and 2, 3 of April, from 15h - 18h
This course represents the starting level of scientific writing, encompassing the macro features of papers content organisation, IMRAD section writing and publishing (interaction with reviewers and editors).

Hands-on Workshop – advanced level (8h)
14 and 15 of April, from 14h - 18h
This “consultancy” training corresponds to practical exercises on the follow-up of the writing course to validate and optimise the participants individual writing capacities. It is expected that participants have previously attended the corresponding course and have their own manuscript to apply therein hands-on exercises in class, receiving immediate individual feedback on the work.

Hands-on Workshop – starting level (8h)
11 and 12 of May, from 14h - 18h
This “consultancy” training corresponds to practical exercises on the follow-up of the writing course to validate and optimise the participants individual writing capacities.

Writing Funding Proposals (15h)
14, 15, 18, 19, 20 of May, from 15h - 18h
This course focus on specific guidelines to plan and prepare research project proposals for national and international (EU) funding programmes. This is an insightful and informative step-by-step grant writing course for grant writers. Aimed at first-time writers and those looking for guidance on the grant writing process, this course acts as an important introduction to the world of grant-seeking.
For more information please contact:
Sonia Borges, Rui Silva or Nuno Riscado

Contacts
e-mail: formacao@tecnico.ulisboa.pt
phone: 21 8417272, 218417502 or 218417551

Where to find us
Lifelong Learning Office
-1 floor of the Main Building, (next to the elevator), Alameda Campus
between 10.30 to 12.30 and 2.00 to 5.30.